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The finite size effects on the electronic structure of graphene ribbons are studied using first
principles density functional techniques. The energy gap �difference between highest occupied
molecular orbital �HOMO� and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital �LUMO�� dependence for finite
width and length is computed for both armchair and zigzag ribbons and compared to their
one-dimensional �infinite length� cases. The results suggest, in addition to quantum confinement
along the width of the ribbon, an additional finite size effect emerges along the length of ribbons
only for metallic armchair ribbons. The origin of additional quantum confinement in these structures
is analyzed based on the energy states near the Fermi energy: both HOMO and LUMO energy levels
for metallic armchair ribbons are delocalized entirely on the ribbons while for nonmetallic ribbons,
these states are localized at the edges only. The results are discussed in light of effect of passivation
on the electronic properties of graphenes and their impact on nanoelectronic devices based on
graphenes. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2761531�

The two-dimensional graphite crystal structure, or
graphene, has become of great interest to the scientific com-
munity recently as a result of experimental techniques to
make single layered graphene sheets, a two-dimensional
crystal structure.1–3 Graphene nanoribbons �GNRs�, for
which the width of the sheet is confined to be a finite size
while the length is considered infinitely long, have attracted
much attention for their unique electronic properties that in-
cludes either metallic or semiconducting behavior as a func-
tion of ribbon width.4–6 GNRs show distinct electronic prop-
erties when compared to two-dimensional graphene, and can
be classified as either armchair graphene nanoribbons
�AGNRs� or zigzag graphene nanoribbons �ZGNRs�.
AGNRs are either semiconducting or metallic depending on
their width, and ZGNRs are found to be metallic for all
widths. In addition, recent reports have found that ZGNRs
are magnetic due to spin polarization along the width of the
ribbon.5

One-dimensional �1D� AGNRs are characterized by their
width; the nanoribbon is metallic if the number of rows
of carbon is 3M −1, where M is an integer.7–9 In confining
the structure along the length, and hence going from one to
zero dimensions, one induces edge states by terminating
the length dimension with zigzag shaped edges. In this letter,
we show that the electronic structure of zero-dimensional
�0D� armchair graphene nanoribbons has length dependence
for certain widths, which varies greatly from the one-
dimensional results, as calculated with density functional
theory. In addition, AGNRs are magnetic due to the zigzag
terminated length-confined edges. Experiments are now be-
ing carried out with graphene ribbons of tens of nanometers
in length4,10–13 and hence the finite length effect on the mag-

netic properties of such systems is important to understand.
Indeed, since 1D GNRs do not physically exist it is impor-
tant to study these 0D graphenes for both fundamental un-
derstanding as well as for applications.

We have used density functional theory �DFT� for both
cluster calculations �0D GNRs� as well as periodic calcula-
tions �1D GNRs�. We have used the generalized gradient
approximation �GGA�, and, in particular, the Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof exchange-correlation functional.14 Both periodic
and cluster calculations are implemented with GAUSSIAN

code.15 Results calculated with GGA were compared inde-
pendently to the local spin density approximation, which has
been previously used,5 with good agreement. We have used
the 3-21G* basis set, which was confirmed adequate in size
by comparing electronic and geometric minimizations with
the 6-31G** basis set.16 Dangling bonds are passivated with
hydrogen atoms. We have compared our results with those
obtained using the pseudopotential and plane wave based
method and obtained the same conclusions. For example, the
band gap for the 0D ribbon �length of 2.6 nm� with N=8 is
found to be 0.60 eV from the pseudopotential method com-
pared to 0.62 eV obtained from Gaussian based method.

Narrow GNRs are described by the number of carbon
atoms across their width, namely, N �see Fig. 1�a��. Predicted
from tight binding and analytical methods,8,9,17,18 infinitely
long AGNRs are metallic if the number of rows of C atoms
in the width of the ribbon is N=3M −1, where M is an inte-
ger. We have considered ribbons with widths ranging from
N=4 to 11, so we expect the 5-, 8-, and 11-AGNRs to
have metallic behavior. Note that as shown by Son et al.,5

and consistent with our calculations, DFT predicts finite
gaps for metallic AGNRs �N=3M −1� with small widths
�N�2.5 nm� while tight binding calculations predict the en-
ergy gap in these systems to be zero. The DFT gap arises duea�Electronic mail: shemep@rpi.edu
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to correct representation of end carbon atoms which are satu-
rated with foreign atoms such as hydrogen. With tight bind-
ing approximations, the bond difference between carbon at-
oms in the ribbons is, in general, absent.

It will be interesting to study the effect of length on the
energy gap of nanoribbons particularly for AGNRs since the
edge states may have an immense impact on the resulting
electronic structure. For 0D AGNR, the length is confined
�therefore creating a zero-dimensional structure� with a zig-
zag orientation. For experimental graphene ribbons, the edge
states are always present and such study could provide in-
sight into transport measurements. Figure 1�b� shows a sche-
matic for the 0D ribbon highlighting central and edge states.
It has been pointed out that unlike in two-dimensional
graphenes, edge states in ribbons provide large density of
states near the Fermi energy. The magnetic moments in these
cases are located on the zigzag edge state. Of course, our
finite size AGNRs have zigzag states which are absent in the
1D case. Indeed, our spin density functional calculations find
that the 0D AGNR ribbons have magnetic ground states, un-
like their 1D counterpart.19,20 Our magnetic calculations for
0D ribbons find that the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
states are nearly degenerate in energy and the nonmagnetic
state is typically about 0.8 eV higher in energy.

We have shown the variation of energy difference be-
tween the highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital �LUMO� for a
2.6 nm length as a function of width of the ribbon in Fig. 2
and as a comparison, we have also shown energy gap for 1D
ribbons. The 1D result agrees well with earlier studies and
follows that ribbons that satisfy the N=3M −1 rule, where M
is an integer, exhibit metallic behavior.21 In contrast, the fi-
nite size ribbons do not follow this rule. In particular, one
sees in Fig. 2 that the ribbons with N=5, 8, and 11 that are
predicted to be metallic for the 1D case have a noticeable
HOMO-LUMO gap for finite sized ribbons. In fact, the en-
ergy gaps for these metallic 0D ribbons �N=3M −1� are
found to be higher compared to their bulk band gap, which is
a signature of quantum confinement. In contrast, the HOMO-
LUMO gaps for finite, nonmetallic ribbons �N�3M −1� are
not only different from their 1D counterparts, but are found
to be much lower compared to their absolute value of the 1D
ribbons. We have analyzed the orbital character of HOMO
and LUMO energy levels as a function of width of the rib-

bons from N=4 to 11. For nonmetallic ribbons �4-, 6-, 7-, 9-,
10-AGNRs� both HOMO and LUMO energy levels are lo-
calized at the length-confined zigzag edges while for metallic
ribbons �5-, 8-, 11-AGNRs� the HOMO and LUMO are in-
stead delocalized over the length of the AGNR �central
states�, matching the 1D result. Figure 3 shows, as an ex-
ample, the plot of HOMO and LUMO energy levels for a
nonmetallic �N=7� as well as for a metallic case �N=8�.

Based on the observation that for all nonmetallic cases
both the HOMO and LUMO are localized at the edge states
while central states do not contribute the HOMO-LUMO en-
ergy levels, one would argue that the energy gap may not
depend on the length for nonmetallic ribbons. To show that
metallic ribbons exhibit length dependence while for nonme-
tallic ribbons the energy gap should be length independent,
we have studied the nonmetallic 7-AGNR and the metallic
8-AGNR with widths L�2.6, 4.7, and 8.1 nm. Figure 4
shows the HOMO-LUMO energy gaps for different lengths.
For comparison we have plotted band gaps for 1D cases for
these ribbons, shown with dotted lines. One notices that for
nonmetallic ribbons such as N=7 the energy gap does not
change with length and confirms our above conjecture. This
is due to the fact that for nonmetallic cases �N�3M −1� both
HOMO and LUMO states are localized at the edges and
central atoms do not contribute to these states. However, for
metallic states �N=3M −1� the energy gap varies as a func-
tion of length and approaches that of 1D band gap with in-
crease in length. This is consistent with the delocalized na-
ture of both HOMO and LUMO states for metallic cases, as
shown in Fig. 3. Our results are in agreement with experi-
mental observations such as through measurement of density
of states of graphene ribbons of different lengths using scan-

FIG. 2. Plot of HOMO-LUMO energy gaps as a function of width for
zero-dimensional graphene �filled squares� and for one-dimensional
graphene with no edge states �empty squares�. The 3M-1 rule for conducting
AGNR appears to not hold when the ribbon is confined from 1D to 0D.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Spatial projections of molecular orbitals for nonme-
tallic �N=7� and metallic �N=8� AGNR. The HOMO and LUMO energy
levels for nonmetallic ribbons are located on the length-confined zigzag
edge, in contrast with the metallic ribbons.

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Zero-dimensional �0D� armchair graphene nanor-
ibbon of width N=6 and length L=2.6 nm. Highlighted with a gray box is a
periodic cell for the one-dimensional ribbon; this 1D ribbon has infinite
length �L� but finite width �N�. �b� Central and edge states projected onto the
0D AGNR. Central states are consistent with the 1D ribbon. Edge states are
created when the length dimension is confined and zigzag terminated.
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ning tunneling spectroscopy. In related contexts, finite length
dependence studies on carbon nanotubes have been carried
out using both theoretical22 and experimental approaches.23

Experimental results have shown that semiconducting nano-
tubes do not show any band gap change with length while
noticeable finite length dependence are observed for metallic
nanotubes. Similar experimental measurements could be of
great interest for graphene-based systems. These interesting
differences between metallic and nonmetallic nanoribbons
could be exploited for various applications. For example, it
may be possible to control the band gaps of graphene ribbons
using different functionalized groups. Based on our findings,
one would expect that passivations will have an immense
impact in the controlling the band gaps in nonmetallic rib-
bons since the HOMO and LUMO are localized at the edges:
these edge states could be controlled though different func-
tionalizations.

In order to compare the length effect found for metallic
AGNRs, we have tested the length dependence on the energy
gap for the ZGNRs of width N=8 and lengths L=1.9, 2.9,
and 4.7 nm, which are terminated with armchair geometry on
their length-confined edge. Recall that there is no integer
width dependence on the energy gap for ZGNRs such as for
AGNRs.8 As expected, we find that the HOMO/LUMO en-
ergy levels are localized to the zigzag edges that run along
the length of the ribbon. Specifically, the energy gaps were
0.56, 0.56 and 0.59 eV with increased length suggesting no
length dependence on the energy gap for 0D ZGNRs.

In summary, we have studied the finite size effect on the
electronic structure of zero-dimensional graphitic structures
using density functional theory. Our results suggest that, in
addition to quantum confinement arising due to ribbon width,
finite size effects emerge along the length of the ribbons and
drastically modify electronic states, particularly for armchair
graphene nanoribbons with zigzag terminated �length-
confined� edges. The origin of confinement in armchair
structures is due to the dominant behavior of edge states near
the HOMO-LUMO gap for nonmetallic widths �N�3M
−1� and is unique to the zero-dimensional system because of
the confinement of the length. For ribbons with N�3M −1,
the HOMO and LUMO energy levels are located on the edge
states, and the energy gap shows no length dependence. The
finite size zigzag graphene ribbons, however, do not show
any length dependence since the states near the Fermi energy
are mostly derived from states located along the widths of

ribbons. Such properties will be essential in designing future
electronic devices. For example, for interconnect applica-
tions, where one needs metallic ribbons, zigzag ribbons will
be of great interest. In contrast, for transistor applications,
one would consider armchair ribbons with controlled band
gaps. One possibility is to control the band gaps in finite size
armchair ribbons is through functionalization. Further theo-
retical and experimental works are necessary in order to un-
derstand the role of passivation in graphene ribbons.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Length dependence for nonmetallic �N=7� and me-
tallic �N=8� ribbons. The energy gap for the nonmetallic case �filled circles�
shows no length dependence, while the energy gap for the metallic case
�empty circles� shows length dependence converging to the 1D limit.
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